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Abstract
This review examines the signals encoded in the discharge of cerebellar neurons during voluntary
arm and hand movements, assessing the state of our knowledge and the implications for
hypotheses of cerebellar function. The evidence for the representation of forces, joint torques, or
muscle activity in the discharge of cerebellar neurons is limited, questioning the validity of
theories that the cerebellum directly encodes the motor command. In contrast, kinematic
parameters such as position, direction, and velocity are widely and robustly encoded in the activity
of cerebellar neurons. These findings favor hypotheses that the cerebellum plans or controls
movements in a kinematic framework, such as the proposal that the cerebellum provides a forward
internal model. Error signals are needed for on-line correction and motor learning, and several
hypotheses postulate the need for their representations in the cerebellum. Error signals have been
described mostly in the complex spike discharge of Purkinje cells, but no consensus has emerged
on the exact information signaled by complex spikes during limb movements. Newer studies
suggest that simple spike firing may also encode error signals. Finally, Purkinje cells located more
posterior and laterally in the cerebellar cortex and dentate neurons encode nonmotor, task-related
signals such as visual cues. These results suggest that cerebellar neurons provide a complement of
information about motor behaviors. We assert that additional single unit studies are needed using
rich movement paradigms, given the power of this approach to directly test specific hypotheses
about cerebellar function.
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Introduction
The cerebellum is essential for the production of smooth, continuous movements. However,
the cerebellum’s specific contributions to motor control remain controversial. Numerous
hypotheses have been formulated regarding cerebellar function, including motor learning
[1–3], providing internal models [4–6], movement timing [7–10], and error detection and
correction [11]. These hypotheses are not necessarily exclusive of one another. For example,
motor learning may represent the updating or formation of accurate internal models and
likely requires information about movement timing and errors. Testing the validity of these
or future hypotheses requires identification of the movement and nonmovement information
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signaled by cerebellar neurons and understanding how this information is processed. Ideally,
we need to understand the signals encoded in the inputs of the mossy and climbing fibers
and the transformations occurring in the cerebellar cortex. Critical are the parameters carried
by the Purkinje cells (PCs), the sole output of the cerebellar cortex to the cerebellar nuclei
(CN). Finally, we need to understand the representations in the CN, the final output of the
cerebellum.

This review strives to summarize the present knowledge of the signals encoded by cerebellar
neurons during voluntary movements and to identify deficits in our understanding. While a
rich literature exists regarding the role of the cerebellum in many types of behaviors
including locomotion, licking, reflexes, and eye movements [6, 8, 12, 13], we concentrate on
arm and hand movements. This review also focuses on signal processing in the context of
motor control as opposed to nonmotor functions of the cerebellum [14–17].

Do Cerebellar Neurons Specify the Motor Command?
Many hypotheses surrounding cerebellar function suggest that the cerebellum directly
contributes to the motor command that specifies the forces and torques required to produce a
movement. Patients with cerebellar lesions often display symptoms related to abnormal
force production [18]. Early electrophysiology studies found that PC simple spikes exhibited
reciprocal activity during single-joint flexion/extension movements [19–21], consistent with
the viewpoint that the cerebellum directly regulates force production and/or individual
muscle activity. Others postulated that the cerebellum encodes information in motor
coordinates and is responsible for the motor command [22]. Patients with cerebellar
pathology have difficulty compensating for interaction torques during multi-joint
movements [23, 24]. Patients also fail to adapt their arm movements in a novel external
force field [25, 26] or compensate for predictable changes in load forces during precision
grasp tasks [27–29], supporting the hypothesis that cerebellar processing is a major
component in an inverse dynamics internal model that transforms the desired movement
trajectory into a motor command [4, 5, 30]. All of these hypotheses require that cerebellar
neuronal discharge encodes force-related parameters such as forces, joint torques, or muscle
activity.

However, electrophysiological evidence that PC simple spike discharge encodes force-
related information is not compelling. In visuomotor tracking, the simple spike firing has
stronger correlations with arm kinematics than with electromyographic (EMG) activity [31,
32] and the spatial tuning functions of individual arm muscles differs from those of the PCs
[32]. Likewise, during grasp and lift of objects with different weights and textures, only a
small percentage of PCs exhibit simple spike firing that significantly correlates with the
grasp force or rate of force production [21, 33, 34]. The simple spike discharge often lags
forearm muscle contraction and does not persist for the duration of the grasp [33]. When
grasping differently shaped objects at predefined force levels, simple spike activity is
extensively modulated with hand shape but the average encoding strength for grasp force is
minimal (<2 spikes/s/N) [35].

Two recent studies further addressed PC encoding of force and muscle activity. In one,
monkeys produced invariant movement kinematics while performing elbow rotation
movements under assistive or resistive force fields [36]. Although brief changes in simple
spike discharge occurred when switching between resistive and assistive forces, the
magnitude of the loads was not systematically varied nor was a null field used.
Consequently, the encoding strength for the loads and/or EMG activity was not evaluated,
and it was not determined if the simple spike firing encodes the specific joint torques and/or
muscle forces expected from the output of an inverse dynamics model of the arm. Another
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study trained monkeys to push a series of buttons in response to a light cue. Cross-
correlation analyses were used to evaluate the relationship between PC simple spike firing
and arm muscle activity [37]. On average, only 6–7% of the firing variability was explained
by the muscle activity. Moreover, movement kinematics were not explicitly controlled or
included in the analyses, and therefore not disentangled from the muscle activity. Strong
evidence for PC encoding of force-related or motor command-like signals is still lacking.

Multi-joint movement studies that unambiguously dissociate force production from the
movement kinematics while varying the forces required by the task have not been done until
recently. To fill this gap, monkeys were trained to track a target moving in a circular path
under varying force fields and loads [38]. Hand forces and arm EMG activity changed
appropriately with the applied force fields and loads. In contrast, hand position and speed
remained constant, allowing dissociation between hand forces/arm EMG activity and
kinematic parameters. For the vast majority of PCs, simple spike firing was neither
modulated by the type (e.g., viscous or elastic) nor amplitude of the force field or by
changes in EMG activity. These results are inconsistent with hypotheses postulating that PC
firing encodes muscle activity, interaction torques, or the motor command [4, 5, 20, 22, 24,
30].

Nonetheless, these results based on PC recordings do not exclude the possibility that force-
related parameters or motor commands are encoded in the CN. Stimulation in the interposed
nucleus facilitates bilateral muscle activity, suggesting the nuclei have the capacity to
influence muscle activation [39]. Also, damage or inactivation of the interposed nuclei leads
to reaching movement errors consistent with an inability to compensate for interaction
torques [40].

Electrophysiology studies provide an inconsistent picture on the involvement of the CN in
controlling force production, joint torques, or EMG activity. Fastigial neuronal discharge is
only weakly correlated to muscle activity during reaching [41] and encodes a delayed
representation of load forces during wrist movements [42], possibly reflecting processing of
sensory feedback as opposed to contributing to the motor command. Firing in dentate and
interposed nuclei is correlated to the EMG activity during wrist postural holds [43] and
reach-to-pinch [44]. However, only weak correlations are found for isometric pinching and
wrist manipulations [45]. During rapid wrist movements, firing modulates with the joint
torques but not with the load forces [46]. Downstream from the CN, the neural activity in
the red nucleus shows correlations with the EMG activity of distal segments [22], but
neurons in the cerebellar thalamus were reported to only encode movement duration [47].
Therefore, no clear answer emerges on the signaling of muscle forces or joint torques in the
CN. However, if the simple spike discharge of PCs in the intermediate zones is dominated
by kinematics, it seems unlikely that the target CN of these PCs would then primarily signal
limb forces or muscle activity.

Some of the conflicting results on the encoding of force-related parameters may be due to
the confounding factors and behaviors studied. For example, PC sensitivity to object
properties (e.g., shape and texture) could covary with force production at grasp onset [21,
35, 48], and anticipation of perturbations may change grasp kinematics or the rate of force
application [48]. Even the feedback modality, for example, visually displaying a quantitative
level of grasp force [35], might alter firing activity and be misinterpreted as encoding force
production rather than a feedback response. Another source of inconsistencies could arise
from the covariance between force-related and kinematic factors. For reaching movements,
larger distances are achieved using greater arm velocities and accelerations and,
consequently, increased muscle force [49]. The importance of task complexity is revealed by
patient studies suggesting that the cerebellum is more engaged in multi-joint movements
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(contrast Refs. [25] vs. [50]). This raises the question of whether single-joint movement
studies are optimal for investigating cerebellar function. Future elec-trophysiology
experiments must decouple force-related parameters from the kinematics and systematically
examine how task characteristics such as complexity affect representations in the cerebellar
output.

Are Kinematic Signals Robustly Encoded at all Levels of Cerebellum
Processing?

Although the motor command must eventually be expressed in terms of forces or joint
torques, a vast psychophysical literature shows that the central nervous system explicitly
plans movements in kinematic reference frames. Point-to-point reaching movements are
executed with little variability in the trajectory or velocity profile, despite changes to load
forces or movement speeds [51–54]. Errors made during reaching movements depend on the
direction and distance to the target, as well as the initial position of the hand [55–57].
Consequently, visually guided movements, in which the cerebellum is thought to play a
crucial role [58], require the representation and processing of kinematic signals. One
predominant hypothesis is that the cerebellum acts as a forward internal model, using
information about the motor command and the current state of the limb to provide an
estimate of the consequences arising from the motor command. The model may predict
sensory feedback or the resultant state of the limb, both of which could be used to estimate
errors without long delays in sensory feedback, permitting rapid, yet, finely tuned
movements [5, 59].

Lesion and imaging studies implicate the cerebellum in the control of motor kinematics.
Cerebellar damage produces deficits in movement velocity and acceleration [60–63],
disrupts the normal bell-shaped velocity profile [64], and degrades intersegmental
coordination of kinematic parameters [65]. Functional imaging studies show that the
cerebellum is one of a few central structures modulated by tracking speed [66]. During a
precision grip force task, imaging reveals activity in the contralateral cerebellum that is
dissociated from ipsilateral muscle control, and this activity may reflect a forward internal
model that predicts arm kinematics [67]. Other evidence for a forward model is that patients
with cerebellar lesions can react, but cannot adapt, to predictable task perturbations [25–27,
68, 69]. During adaptation to movement perturbations, patients with cerebellar ataxia make
corrections at compensatory angles that would have been appropriate at earlier time points in
the movement, but incorrect for the current arm kinematics [70]. One explanation is that
these patients do not have an intact forward model of arm kinematics to facilitate fast error
detection, and instead rely upon delayed sensory feedback.

Electrophysiological evidence for encoding movement kinematics is found at all levels of
the cerebellum. Global kinematic parameters such as position, direction, and velocity of
limb movements are encoded as early as the dorsal spinocerebellar tract and the cuneate
nucleus during passive limb manipulations in anesthetized cats [71, 72] and rats [73, 74].
Cerebellar inputs conveyed by the mossy fibers encode position, direction, and velocity of
single joints in the behaving monkeys [75]. Mossy fiber signals appear conserved in the
granule cell activity, the first level of integration in the cerebellar cortex [76, 77].

Numerous studies have documented that PC simple spike firing signals kinematic variables
in the cerebellar cortex. Early single-joint movement studies showed that the simple spike
discharge of PCs exhibits some degree of directional sensitivity (for review, see [78]). In
more complex, multi-joint movements, the simple spike discharge from intermediate zone
PCs in lobules IV–VI of awake monkeys correlates with arm/hand position, direction, speed,
and movement distance [31, 32, 38, 49, 79–81]. Similar kinematic representations are found
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in the simple spike discharge of floccular PCs during smooth pursuit and ocular following
[82–85], as well as the encoding of saccade timing by vermal PCs [86]. Position and
velocity signals have also been observed in anesthetized or decerebrate cats and rats during
passive limb movements [76, 87, 88], demonstrating that simple spike encoding of
kinematics is robustly represented in PC discharge across preparations and effectors. These
conclusions have to be tempered by the same caution expressed above over confounding
variables in which the forces and torques may covary with kinematics. Few studies have
explicitly dissociated kinematic and force variables [38]. However, the failure to find simple
spike firing modulated in relation to hand forces or arm EMG activity while keeping
kinematics constant argues that the reported signaling of kinematics by PCs is not primarily
due to confounds with force-related parameters [38].

An example of kinematic encoding in simple spike firing recorded in monkeys performing a
circular tracking task is shown in Fig. 1 [32, 38]. The animals tracked both in the clockwise
(CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) directions at a fixed speed (±60 or ±80°/s) for a full
circle. Modulation in the simple spike firing relative to the mean firing is shown as a
function of hand position in the working space. This cell’s firing pattern shows that the
maximal and minimal firings are approximately 180° out of phase in both tracking
directions (245° and 45° for CCW; 25° and 205° for CW). The position of the maximal
firing is shifted approximately 140° between CCWand CW directions. This firing pattern
demonstrates that this PC signals a combination of position and movement direction [32] as
found in smooth pursuit eye movements [89, 90]. Tracking at different speeds shows that the
simple spike firing also encodes movement speed [32].

Like simple spike firing, the complex spike discharge in the monkey correlates with
kinematic parameters of limb movement, including amplitude and direction [91], tracking
direction and speed [92], and endpoint position [93]. However, others failed to find any
evidence for inferior olivary discharge coupled to reaching in cats [94, 95]. Inferior olive
neurons and complex spikes respond robustly to passive limb movements or to cutaneous
stimulation at rest but are inhibited during active, intentional movements [95, 96], consistent
with observations that inferior olive activity is inhibited by activation of the red nucleus
[97]. However, inferior olive cells are active during exploratory movements or when the
receptive field unexpectedly makes contact with an object during active movement [95].
These findings suggest that the complex spike discharge contains kinematic information, but
encoding is highly context dependent.

Representations of kinematic parameters are also found in the cerebellar nuclei. Movement
direction is encoded in the dentate and interposed nuclei during arm reaching [79] or wrist
manipulation [98]. Speed and velocity modulate interposed and dentate neuronal discharge
[99, 100], while fastigial neurons encode velocity during ongoing, dynamic movements [42].
The firing of dentate neurons is also modulated with static wrist position [43]. However,
there is no universal agreement among studies. Correlations with kinematic parameters were
not found in the interposed nuclei during elbow or shoulder movements [43] or in the
interposed and dentate nuclei during wrist flexion/extension [46, 101]. As discussed above,
an important factor may be task complexity, specifically whether the task requires single- or
multi-joint movements. The few studies evaluating PC simple spike activity across multi-
joint versus single-joint movements found that many cells exhibited different patterns of
discharge for the two different tasks [21, 102].

Whether these kinematic signals in the cerebellum are leading or lagging the movements is
fundamental to interpreting how they are used for motor control. If the firing discharge lags
kinematics, this is consistent with a role in error detection or monitoring feedback.
Conversely, firing leading the actual kinematics would support feed-forward control, the
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output of a forward model, or encoding of task-related signals (see section below). Simple
spike firing often leads hand kinematics by approximately 100 ms during arm tracking
movements [31, 32] or center-out reaching tasks [49, 80]. Interestingly, the latencies of PC
simple spike responses to passive limb movements are greater in cells recorded medially that
project to the fastigial or lateral vestibular nuclei compared with those recorded more
laterally that likely project to the interpositus nucleus [103]. Likewise, during intentional
arm movements, PCs with the greatest “leads” tend to be recorded more laterally [80],
suggesting that timing relationships between firing discharge and movement kinematics may
segregate in the different corticonuclear zones.

Only limited information is available on the timing relationships for other cerebellar
neurons. Mossy fiber activation varies from leading movement onset by 80 ms to lagging by
100 ms [75]. Activity from the dentate and interposed nuclei tend to precede movements
[43], while neuronal firing in the fastigial nucleus lags movement onset [42], consistent with
the mediolateral arrangement of timing observed in PCs. Additionally, blocking the dentate
nucleus results in slower speeds and longer reaction times in ballistic arm movements [104].

The evidence shows that kinematics are encoded in the cerebellar cortex and its inputs, with
PC simple spike firing often leading the movement parameters. Kinematics are also signaled
in the cerebellar nuclei but the representations are more variable. Part of the uncertainty may
be due to the methods employed in prior electrophysiology studies. Studies in awake
monkeys have, by necessity, relied on overtraining in repetitive, predictable paradigms that
covered limited areas of the kinematic workspace. This may have resulted in oversimplified
models of firing that likely would not translate well to more complex natural movements.
Predictable tasks also prevent conclusively determining whether the neural activity encodes
future limb kinematics or reflects that the highly trained animals predict task stimuli (e.g.,
target trajectory). A final question is whether kinematic encoding generalizes across
different movement tasks. One study found that regression coefficients calculated from
kinematic and PC firing data during circular manual tracking could reconstruct the cell firing
during the nontracking, intercept epoch of the task [32]. However, invariant encoding must
be tested more rigorously using movement paradigms with different control strategies and
properties.

Is Movement Error Signaled by Cerebellar Neurons?
A long-standing hypothesis is that the cerebellum detects and corrects for movement errors
[11]. Psychophysical and imaging studies provide support for this concept [25, 26, 105]. The
error signals have been generally assumed to be transmitted by the climbing fiber input to
PCs [11, 106]. Complex spike discharge driven by retinal slip in oculo-motor behaviors
provides the most compelling evidence for an explicit error representation [107–109].
Complex spike discharge increases during learning of a smooth pursuit task where the target
predictably changes direction [110]. Similarly in the monkey, complex spike discharge
increases during transient limb perturbations, including redirection of reaching [111] and
unexpected loads [1], and during adaptation to visuomotor transformations [112]. Complex
spike firing also modulates with end point reaching errors [93]. These “motor” error signals,
that is errors related to poor motor performance, have been postulated to be used for either
on-line control of movement [113, 114] or long-term adaptive modification of the cerebellar
circuitry [2, 115–117]. However, several arm movement, as well as eye movement studies,
reported that complex spike firing does not encode error signals. During center-out reach
tasks performed by monkeys, complex spike modulation did not signal direction or speed
errors [92]. Also, inferior olive neurons did not respond to perturbations or errors during
reaching movements in the cat [94]. Recent studies of saccade [118] and smooth pursuit
[119] adaptation found that the complex spike activity of PCs in the posterior vermis
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appears unrelated to error signaling. Also undetermined is the reliability and robustness of
the climbing fiber error signal. For example, in a study that examined reaching errors with
pointing movements [93] complex spikes occurred in only a small fraction of the trials and
extensive averaging was required to extract the error-related information. Therefore, there is
no uniform agreement if complex spikes strongly signal errors or the precise error
information encoded.

Direct evidence that PC simple spike discharge is correlated with specific errors during limb
movements is limited. Error signal encoding was found in a reaching task as the simple
spike activity modulated with trial success or failure [120]. In a circular tracking task,
simple spike activity was correlated with both direction and speed errors, in a manner
consistent with error feedback [121]. Although the study acknowledged that the kinematic
and error measures evaluated were not strictly independent, the findings suggest that PC
simple spike activity could encode performance errors in addition to arm kinematics.

Does the Cerebellum Encode Task-Related Cues?
A final question is whether simple spike firing carries information about task cues.
Separating motor activity from visual and/or cutaneous stimuli can be difficult, because
many movement paradigms rely upon task-related cues to ensure precise, reproducible
movements. One study separated hand and cursor kinematics by changing the cursor gain
during a reaching task. Some cursor related modulation was found in PCs recorded from
intermediate regions and the modulation tended to lag the cursor actions [91]. However,
during visually guided tracking, few intermediate zone PCs modulated in response to the
target cue, suggesting that encoding of task parameters is limited or inconsistent [31].

To further examine this issue, we designed a visuomotor dissociation task in which five
angular offsets were randomly introduced between the position of the hand and its
representation on the screen during the circular tracking task (Fig. 2a). Preliminary results
from 16 PCs recorded in the intermediate cerebellar cortex show that the simple spike firing
profiles are invariant when aligned relative to hand position, but exhibit phase shifts
consistent with the angular offsets when aligned to target position (Fig. 2b, c). The mean
phase shift is almost zero and significantly reduced when the firing is aligned to the hand
position as opposed to the target position (Fig. 2d). These results suggest that in the
intermediate zone, PC simple spike activity reflects limb movement more closely than target
movement.

In contrast, the simple spike firing of PCs in posterolat-eral regions of the cerebellar cortex
is highly influenced by visual inputs and visuomotor dissociations [122–125]. During a
reaching task in which the direction of cursor movement was opposite from the hand
movement, the majority of laterally located PCs modulated with the direction of the cursor
movement and not the arm movement [124]. In the cat, posterolateral PCs signal visual
events and are modulated in relation to a moving target [126, 127]. The authors suggest this
activity may reflect an internal model of the moving visual target. Similarly, dentate neurons
discharge in relation to task cues, including selectivity to the cue modality [98] and future
movement direction [128]. Therefore, lateral and intermediate zones of the cerebellum
exhibit different properties, with PCs in the lateral cortex and dentate neurons exhibiting
greater modulation in relation to task cues.

Discussion and Conclusions
Behavioral studies in patients and in animals demonstrate cerebellar involvement in motor
control. However, these studies need to be complemented by additional approaches to test
specific hypotheses of cerebellar function. Electro-physiological investigations examining
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the signals encoded in the discharge of cerebellar neurons during limb movements have
yielded important insights. As reviewed, the evidence strongly argues that PCs in the
intermediate and neighboring lateral zones do not provide the motor command, neither
specifying the forces/torques or muscle activity needed to generate a movement. Therefore,
these results are inconsistent with hypotheses postulating that Purkinje cells specify forces
and/or muscle activity [20, 22], compute interaction torques [23, 24], or act as an inverse
dynamics model [4, 5, 30]. This illustrates how single cell recording studies can be used to
test specific hypotheses of cerebellar function. The exact nature and extent of the forces or
muscle activity signaled in the CN is less clear. Some of the confusion regarding the CN
may be that the signals encoded depend on task-related factors like complexity or
predictability, underscoring the need for CN electrophysiological studies using rich
movement tasks that control and dissociate kinematics from force-related parameters.

During limb movements, cerebellar neurons at every level of the circuitry encode a variety
of kinematic parameters. The most robust representations have been identified in the simple
spike firing of PCs; however, the majority of investigations have focused on these neurons.
Numerous studies also show that simple spike firing tends to lead limb kinematics. These
findings are consistent with hypotheses that the cerebellum is involved with feed-forward or
predictive control [68, 129], for example, the forward internal model hypothesis [4, 5]. The
predictive function of the cerebellum has been hypothesized to transcend the motor control
context. Predicting the consequences of current motor commands provides an additional
stream of information that when combined with direct sensory input may enhance the
perception of the world [130].

Cerebellar neurons also encode other signals. Error signals are a primary interest as these are
needed for online correction and motor learning. Most of the efforts have focused on the
complex spike discharge or the firing of inferior olivary neurons. Consensus on the nature of
the signals in the complex spike discharge during limb movements has not emerged. While
there is some evidence for error signals in PC simple spike discharge, electrophysiol-ogy
studies in the CN have not addressed this question. Nonmotor, task-related signals are
encoded in the discharge of PCs and nuclear neurons, particularly neurons located more
laterally. Understanding the relationships among the motor, error, and task-related signals is
needed. For example, are kinematic parameters and error signals represented at the
population level only or are both integrated at the single cell level? Are these signals
encoded in a common coordinate frame?

Major questions remain about the signals encoded in the discharge of cerebellar neurons
during limb movements. The degree to which a single cell signals the same information
during different movements has not been extensively investigated. Addressing this question
will provide insights into the strength and robustness of the encoding and whether the
encoding is task dependent. Also, this question is central to the hypothesis that the cerebellar
cortex is the site of multiple internal models [131, 132]. Another question is the role of feed-
forward versus feedback signals. Most previous studies used tasks that were highly
predictable and the animals made very accurate movements with few errors. Investigating
the discharge of cerebellar neurons during feedback-dependent tasks will help elucidate
error processing in the cerebellum. The nature of the transformation from input to output
must be addressed. It would be extremely valuable to compare neuronal activity at each
stage of the cerebellar circuitry during a single complex task to better understand how
information is encoded and transformed by the cerebellum.

Finally, a critical question is the localization of limb movement related signals in the
cerebellar cortex or nuclei but this was only briefly touched upon in this review. This
reflects a lack of systematic studies. The importance of localization can be appreciated from
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the prominent longitudinal architecture of the cerebellum [133, 134]. Both the climbing fiber
projection from the inferior olive and the PC corticonuclear projections are organized in
parasagittal zones [135–138]. This parasagittal compartmentalization is present at the
molecular level on PCs as exemplified by the parasagittal bands of zebrin II/aldolase C as
well as a host of other molecular markers [139–141]. While activation of spinocerebellar
and olivocerebellar afferents results in parasagittally oriented responses in the cerebellar
cortex [8, 11, 142–144], the relation between the representation of specific parameters of
limb movements and this parasagittal architecture is essentially unknown [133].

Understanding cerebellar function continues to present numerous challenges as the
cerebellum appears to be involved not only in motor control but also sensory and cognitive
processes [14, 15, 17, 145]. Studying cerebellar function in the context of motor control
remains a very powerful direction of investigation as it allows well-controlled experiments
involving quantifiable behaviors. Future studies of cerebellar neuronal activity must be
carefully designed to systematically manipulate variables, eliminate confounding factors,
and evaluate the influence of contextual task factors like complexity and predictability.
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Fig. 1.
PC simple spike activity during circular tracking. Using a two-joint manipulandum to
control a cursor (“+”, 0.5×0.5 cm), monkeys tracked a target (2.5 cm diameter) moving in a
circular trajectory (5 cm radius) for 360° in the counterclockwise (CCW; left panel) or
clockwise (CW; right panel) directions. The 12×12-cm position workspace (−6 to 6 cm) was
partitioned into X–Y bins at a resolution of 0.5×0.5 cm. Simple spike activity was averaged
relative to hand position within each bin. Color coding depicts the average change in simple
spike firing rate relative to the mean firing rate at each position bin. Arrows point to the
position of the maximal simple spike activity (245° for CCW and 25° for CW). Paradigm
and experimental details have been described in previous publications [32, 38]
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Fig. 2.
Simple spike activity is phase locked to hand movements during circular tracking with a
visuomotor offset. a For each trial, a constant offset (θ) randomly selected from five values
was introduced between the angular position of the manipulandum and the hand
representation on the screen. b, c The simple spike activity was binned in 5° bins relative to
the hand (b) or target (c) angular position, and then averaged across similar trials (same
tracking direction and offset value). Firing modulation and phase is unaffected by the offsets
when binned relative to hand position (b). However, the phase for each offset value is
markedly shifted when binned relative to target position (c). d The magnitude of the offset
effect was quantified as the phase shift between −45° and 45° offsets for each tracking
direction. The population summary (n=16; mean±SEM) shows the average offset effect is
small when neural activity is binned relative to hand (white bars, 7.8± 15.9°CCW and
2.2±10.1°CW) versus target position (gray bars, 59.7± 14.4°CCW and 50.3±13.7°CW) for
both directions of tracking (p=0.028 CCW; p=0.023 CW, paired t test)
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